Why the dark age Church was out to
destroy the Cathars
A mystical presentation by William Henry
(Extracted and edited by Corascendea, Contemporary Parfaite)

From 1208-1244 a true European holocaust was conducted. The Church of Rome savagely attacked
the Cathars, the peaceful ‘heretics of the Languedoc’ of Southern France, with a viciousness and
detestable arrogance paralleled only by the atrocities towards the end of the WW II. The reason the
Church resorted to the mass murder of hundreds of thousands of Cathars most certainly had to do
with their alternative views about Jesus.
They claimed to possess a secret Book of Love (Mari, TARA). This mysterious manuscript is attributed
to Jesus who gave it to John the Divine. It was transmitted through the centuries until the Cathars
and the Knights Templar adopted it. The Book of Love was the foundation of the Cathar Church of
Love or Amor (the reverse of Roma).
The existence of this lost (or hidden) gospel was revealed when the Catholic Church subjected the
Cathars and Templar (in 1308) to torture. Its contents were a secret skill (symbolized by the Templar
skull) said to grant one the ability to control the forces of nature and to transform ordinary human
blood into that of the wise, holy and pure blood of life of the immortal Illi or Illuminati. It is equated
with the Holy Grail.
According to the Cathars, one object of Earth life was to make over the human body as a worthy
vehicle for the light of the Holy Spirit (love). The point was to know the Grail not as a cup, but as a
process. Jesus was its modeller. Insight into this teaching radiates from the name of the Cathar’s
home, the Languedoc. Named after the pre-Flood language system, the Cathar priests claimed Jesus
preached in the Language of Oc .
Enlightenment is exactly what the Cathars claimed they received from the highly symbolic language
of Oc. It is of interest that the Egyptian hieroglyph of the heron/phoenix, the ‘bird of light’ (akh) ,
so closely matches the stylized fish glyph of Jesus
, though it predates him by millennia. In
addition, these two symbols are structurally identical to the mathematical sign sometimes used for

infinity
, which spells OC. It is the root for ‘octo’, or 8. These symbols suggest a continuous
transmission of knowledge of the secrets of light.

Cryptocracy
When the Roman Christian church began to consolidate its power in the fourth century, it sought to
prevent its adherents from taking up the secret path of 8 (Jesus’ number is 888) and becoming
Christ-like beings. After all, they don’t pay taxes, they’re difficult to control, and they have no use
for a priest.
Those aspiring to dominate the world and form a cryptocracy (rule by secrecy), as for example the
Church, must wrest these mystery teachings from those who possess them. Failing this, they must
discredit or demonize the Teachers and ultimately, seek to eliminate them altogether.
Roma assimilated the pantheon of ancient gods and goddesses (Greek, Egyptian, Sumerian, Aryan,
Asian) into a composite Devil. All nations outside of Rome were considered Devil worshippers.
Lucifer became the catchall term for the Devil, and bearers of the teachings of light. In reality, said
the Cathars, the Church was the Devil, the Fallen, who destroyed Jesus’ true teachings in the most
underhanded and diabolical manner, by substituting a false Christ for the real one. The Cathar
teaching was the Truth.

The Aryan connection
From a mythological perspective, the difference between the Cathars and Catholics is perfectly
encoded in the difference between the word elements “ol “and “ar” or “ari”, that differentiate these
two words. “Ol” means all. All is the whole. It speaks to the desire of the Cath-ol-ic Church to be the
universal religion. [Religion is surplus to, or incompatible with Truth. Corascendea]
“Ar” means “before”. “Ari” is the root for Arian, the Gnostic Christian doctrine voted out during the
pivotal first council of Nicea, convened in 325 by Constantine I to formulate the Christian doctrine.
Arians said Jesus stood between God and man. The Niceans said he was God. They won more votes
after the majority were driven out of the meeting. The Arian view became heresy. Aria also is Aryan,
meaning “noble,” “cultured,” ‘high born” or “pure”; hence, the ari element of the word Catharic.
These definitions powerfully illustrate the profound interest Adolf Hitler had in the Cathars. They
were ‘Aryan’. They carried the noble wise blood of the God race. More importantly, they knew how
to create it within themselves.

Children of Atlantis
According to Budge’s Egyptian Hieroglyphic Dictionary, Ar means, “to make do, to create, to form, to
fashion.” It is the root of Ari, the creative god. In Egyptian, Ari-en means “made by, produced by the
lady of the house’. These definitions shed light on the Cathars and their prominent lady, Mari, their
Pure Goddess.
It was ultimately the Cathar’s linkage with Mari and their Aryan – or even Atlantean – connection
that assured their extermination.

Grail researcher Andrew Sinclair says the original French word for Grail was escuele. Phonetically,
escuele, like eschol, is ‘a skill’ (a skull or skool). This makes sense. Christ was called ‘wisdom’. His skill
involved a transformation of homo sapiens into a pure one, a Cathar. Hundreds of thousands of
Cathars were murdered because of this ultimate secret. There is a desire to repeat this.
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